CASE IN POINT

:: The grip cup is shown
completed on the front
side, ready for transfer to
the subspindle for backside
operations. Previously made
with two lathe operations
and one mill operation, the
production time was cut
in half by using the dualspindle Integrex, saving 36
minutes per part, plus more
than 3 hours of setup.
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ast year, the machine shop at the Binghamton, N.Y.,
facility of Instron Corporation, one of the 200 Illinois
Tool Works companies, recognized an opportunity
for improvement and challenged itself with change. The
self-imposed challenge was improving the efficiency of
machining the grip bodies, piston cups and adapter plates
comprising each tester’s grip assemblies. The parts are
machined from aluminum, in four sizes, for the four sizes
of Instron machines.
Implementing a multitasking machine with new CAM
software enabled setup and production time reductions for
the shop. One part even went from a setup time of 6 hours
to five minutes.

To improve machining efficiency, Mark Welch, supervisor of machining, and his team needed to justify the
purchase of a new CNC. Late in the year, the shop quantified costs and projected benefits of moving the parts
from traditional multi-setup, multi-operation machining
to single-setup production. A return-on-investment
(ROI) analysis, which included the expected reduction in
production time and cost, justified the purchase of a Mazak
Integrex i-200S II multitask machine, a type of CNC the
machinists had never used and the NC programmers had
never programmed.
Headquartered in Norwood, Mass., Instron manufactures and services an extensive line of equipment used
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for testing mechanical properties of materials and
assemblies in multiple industries, from automotive
to biomedical and aerospace. The 40,000-square-foot
Binghamton facility, one of two Instron manufacturing
facilities in the U.S., makes components for electromechanical testers used in testing tension, compression,
flexure, fatigue, impact and torsion. Mr. Welch also serves as
one of two NC programmers who keep 18 CNCs producing
parts in two shifts.
Mr. Welch explains that the cup and adapter plate are
90 percent turning work, while the grip body is strictly
milling, although it begins as a round billet and ends up in a
horseshoe shape, with many angular holes, slots and other
features. The cups and adapters were made in two lathe

:: A final machining operation to complete an Instron
grip body is displayed within GibbsCAM’s Cut Part
Rendering, which is used to verify tool paths while
programming or after completion.

operations and one operation on a vertical mill, while the
grip body required one operation on a vertical mill and
another on a horizontal. On each mill, the parts would
advance through multiple fixtures—two on the vertical and
three on the horizontal—before completion.
Although setup time on the lathes was considerably less
than on the mills, setup on the mills averaged 3 hours per
operation. For the grip body, total setup time was 6 hours.
Another problem was leadtime. Because parts were
transferred between busy machines, there would be time
waiting in queue. A part could wait a week or two for an

operation, run that operation for a week, and then wait
another week or two for the next. Eventually, a lot of parts
would be ready for external plating or painting, which
could take another week.
To justify a part run, given the setup and run times
involved, lot sizes ran between 80 and 100 parts. A “pull”
of parts by the assembly group was a signal to ship parts
from the shop, which would have to keep some in inventory and some in process to prevent delays in assembly for
customer deliveries.
Purchase of the Integrex was approved, which then left
the shop looking for CAM software to program the MTM.
“In looking around, feeling out the market and investigating what people were using for this type of machine,
everything we saw and heard
pointed to GibbsCAM,”
Mr. Welch says. “So we went
with a network license of
GibbsCAM.”
In early January,
Mr. Welch and second
shift programmer, Brian
Grochocki, had a 2-day
training session on the
machine at Mazak’s
Kentucky campus. When the
machine arrived, they went
for a 3-day crash course on
GibbsCAM at the regional
Reseller’s facility. Mr. Welch
and Mr. Grochocki did
not have time for leisurely
paced training, so their
GibbsCAM training was
geared to programming milling and turning functions on
the Integrex. Mr. Welch says the training was great, but
he remained apprehensive, having to abandon a CAM
system he had used for 8 years, and use a new system to
program a new machine configuration, while supervising
30 people.
“The first thing we had to do is program the 12 parts
we used for justification,” he says. “We had to make
them right now and figure out the software as we went.
Our GibbsCAM Reseller said we’d get used to it quickly,
and that we’d grow to love the system. He was right. It
became much more user friendly in about 2 weeks, and by
mid-February, we loved it.”
For Mr. Grochocki, working second shift, it seemed
easier, although he was worried about the time line,
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:: Todd Card, Instron first shift senior
NC machinist, sets up a job on the
Mazak Integrex. Because Mr. Welch
prefers to keep the machine’s carousel
loaded with tools for machining
aluminum, it takes Mr. Card no more
than 5 minutes to set up a job, unless
a chuck change is required.

abandoning the previous software within the week,
training on new software and making parts with it the next.
“The Reseller said GibbsCAM was easy to learn and easy to
use, and that’s the way it was,” he adds. “The training was
a crash course, but pretty good. It was enough to get us
started. With no time to test or practice, real learning was
on the job.”
The sacrifices paid off quickly, beginning with programming. Concurrent with the acquisition of the Integrex,
Instron engineering began to provide solid models in Solid
Edge and SolidWorks formats, which GibbsCAM opens in
less than five seconds. “I don’t know if our other CAM system
could handle solids,” Mr. Welch says. “We would get prints,
then redraw the part in the CAM system’s design module
and use that for programming. With GibbsCAM, we program
directly from the solid models.”
Most important is that the GibbsCAM/Integrex combination enabled runtime reductions in excess of the projections
used for ROI analysis. Mr. Welch describes the new process
as “done in one,” citing Mazak’s descriptor for single setup
part machining. In runtime alone, the largest piston cup
previously took 1.2 hours to machine, but now takes only
0.6 hour. The adapter plate took 1.5 hours and is now done
in 0.7. Showing the greatest gain was the grip body, which
took 1.85 hours and is now done in 0.72.

However, the machine is equipped
with a 72-tool carousel, which enables
loading all the tools required to machine
all 12 parts. The programs are loaded
into memory, so setup time for each part
run, including the 6-hour setup required
for the grip body, was reduced to five minutes. A five-minute
setup can justify shorter runs, so the shop has reduced lot sizes.
“Now the machinist loads a program and hits ‘cycle start.’ We
run a part one day, and send out the lot for outside processes
the next,” Mr. Welch says. “Using our internal shop rate, we save
$1,200 per lot in run time alone, on a much smaller lot.”
An added bonus was eliminating queuing the 12 parts
at lathes and mills, which can now increase throughput
for other parts. Unexpected recognition and encouragement was another reward. “We received a lot of praise from
upper management,” Mr. Welch says. “Our CEO and my boss’
manager were totally amazed during a plant tour. They
could have watched the Integrex all day. As they eventually
moved to other machines, they would pick up a part and say,
‘This would be a great part for the Integrex.’”
Mr. Welch is giving all programming responsibilities to
Mr. Grochocki, now on the first shift programming a four-axis
Haas EC 1600 with indexer, a Mazak Nexus 510C II and two
Okuma OSP 700M vertical mills, with GibbsCAM. He says
there are many features of GibbsCAM he has never used, but
finds them as he needs them. “I rely on some, such as Machine
Simulation and Cut Part Rendering, because they show potential problems before I send a program to the machine,” he adds.
“We’ve never had a crash, or gouge, or any problem at the
machine.”

Mr. Welch agrees, adding another feature. “I really like
the ability to jump from programming to CAD and back
any time, without losing work,” he says. “With our previous
system, if we needed to change a dimension on a feature,
we would have to leave the CAM side, start the CAD side
to make the change, then leave CAD and start up CAM,
which would say everything I had programmed was
worthless because of the change, and I’d have to program
everything again. With GibbsCAM, I can jump out of CAM
with a click, change a feature or dimension, and jump
right back into CAM, where the tool path is automatically
updated to reflect my change, with no loss of work and no
reprogramming. That’s a great feature.”
Integrex efficiency has left a lot of capacity available,
so the shop is studying additional high-burden parts for
the machine, with a priority of reducing setup. Mr. Welch
believes another six or eight parts could fill capacity, and

because the carousel is loaded with tools for machining
aluminum, he wants to keep the machine dedicated
to aluminum parts. Furthermore, management has
encouraged him to work with engineering to standardize
wherever possible. If running M4 and M6 drills and taps,
and a part with M5 holes could be modified for M4 or M6
without affecting its performance, it can be run without
changing tooling, leaving setup time at five minutes.
Management is also encouraging justification of another
Integrex for next year, so Mr. Welch’s team will look for
more opportunities to reduce setup and production time.
“The next machine will be dedicated to steel, with a goal of
standardizing tools to minimize setup,” Mr. Welch says.

For more information from Gibbs and Associates,
Call: 805-523-0004 or Visit: www.GibbsCAM.com
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